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Why Roman?
It is the ideal SN survey that leverages high statistics 
and pristine control of systematics.

• Improved calibration (see later 
talks)


• Larger field of view & faster slew 
and settle times 

• 100x the survey rate of Hubble


• Near-IR observations to observe 
at higher redshift events


• Prism for spectroscopy of 
transients
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Roman to z ~ 2

Scolnic et al. 2016



A slight modi!cation of these selection criteria, as
implemented in SDT* (see Figure 7(a)), increases the total
number of low-z (z!<!0.6) SNe!Ia by !300%, with an increase
of !31% for 0.1!!!z!!!1.7. The short exposure time of the
shallow imaging tier leads to low-S/N SNe, and thus even with
modi!ed selection criteria this shallow survey still hinders the
number of z!<!0.6 SNe!Ia obtained, reaching only !39% of
the fraction stated within the SDT report.

Based on these results, we conclude that any selection
criteria implemented must be very carefully chosen to
maximize both ef!ciency and purity, and that the shallow tier
of the imaging survey (with current overhead estimates) is a
suboptimal use of survey time. Shifting exposure time from the
shallow imaging tier to the medium tier, and applying the
modi!ed selection criteria, signi!cantly increases the SN!Ia
sample size (460 and 923 more SNe Ia compared to the SDT*,
and SDT surveys, respectively) as indicated in our SDT* Highz
survey simulation (see Figure 7(b)). This SDT* Highz strategy
results in a much higher FoMtot,opt value of 236 in comparison
to the �FoM 158tot,opt value of the SDT.

Figure 13 (left) presents the w0–wa 68% and 95% con!dence
contours for the simulated SDT, SDT*, and SDT* Highz

surveys. These contours illustrate how a slight modi!cation of
the classi!cation criteria presented by the SDT report (see
Section 3.1) can lead to an increase in FoMtot,opt, whereas
moving time to focus on the medium tier of the survey results
in a more signi!cant impact.
As an informative worst-case scenario, the SDT Imaging

simulation replicates a situation where all IFC-S data are
determined to be unusable, but only after completion of the
WFIRST mission. As a result, only the imaging data as part of
the SDT survey would be used for cosmological analyses.
Unsurprisingly, this SN survey produces too few SNe!Ia at
z!<!0.6 and delivers a low FoMtot,opt!=!105.
The Imaging:Allz simulation has FoMtot,opt!=!388 and is our

most successful imaging-only strategy. It is a three-tier imaging
strategy that uses four broadband !lters (RZYJ or YJHF).
This strategy results in >5 times as many SNe!Ia as any IFC-S
strategy and has FoMstat!=!622. Zero-point uncertainties are
some of the largest systematic uncertainties for this strategy (see
Figure 11), as with all imaging strategies.
For both the SDT and Imaging:Allz simulations, Figure 14

shows the contribution of measurement (red line), lensing
(purple line), and intrinsic scatter (green line) uncertainties on

Figure 13. The w0–wa 68% and 95% con!dence contours for the simulated SDT, SDT*, and SDT* HighzWFIRST SN surveys (left panel) and the SDT, Imaging:Allz,
and Imaging:Highz* WFIRST SN surveys (right panel). Each contour represents the total (statistical plus optimistic systematic uncertainties) SN!Ia constraints
combined with CMB and BAO constraints. For comparison, we have included the con!dence contours created using CMB+BAO data only.

Table 13
FoM Values and Cosmological Parameter Uncertainties for Each Strategy

* Statistical Current Optimistic

Strategya FoM T ( )w0 T ( )wa FoM T ( )w0 T ( )wa FoM T ( )w0 T ( )wa

SDT 223 0.053 0.26 101 0.067 0.29 158 0.061 0.28
SDT* 309 0.042 0.20 137 0.058 0.26 216 0.050 0.22
SDT* Highz 347 0.037 0.18 118 0.060 0.28 236 0.048 0.20
SDT Imaging 211 0.059 0.29 86 0.071 0.27 105 0.068 0.25
Imaging:Allz 622 0.024 0.12 169 0.061 0.25 388 0.035 0.16
Imaging:Lowz 212 0.057 0.29 93 0.078 0.33 133 0.067 0.31
Imaging:Lowz* 555 0.027 0.13 156 0.066 0.28 317 0.042 0.19
Imaging:Lowz+ 513 0.029 0.14 168 0.063 0.27 314 0.043 0.19
Imaging:Lowz-Blue 465 0.031 0.15 147 0.067 0.27 293 0.044 0.19
Imaging:Highz* 704 0.022 0.11 148 0.069 0.29 352 0.039 0.17
Imaging:Highz+ 608 0.024 0.12 159 0.063 0.27 351 0.035 0.16

Note.
a The ordering of this table follows the ordering in Section 5. Strategy names in bold have the highest FoMtot,opt values.
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Roman Cosmology with Type Ia Supernovae
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FoM > 325
SN Requirement 2.0.1

The Figure of Merit requirement includes data from 
the CMB (the Planck Collaboration 2016) and BAO 
(Anderson et al 2014) . Shaded region shows effect of ΩM uncertainty

Hounsell et al. 2018
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4 the Roman Supernova SITs

Figure 2. Possible slewing strategies. The left panel presents one full visit that embeds the deep
tier (black pointing) inside the wide tier (gray). In total, this is a 12 deg2 field, with expected
slew and settle times indicated in the legend. The right panel presents the basic “snake plan”
slewing strategy for a 5 deg2 deep tier. This sequence begins with the purple WFI footprint in the
lower right, snaking to finish at the red position in the upper left, as indicated by the arrows. The
uncolored footprints in the lower right show the first four pointings of a subsequent visit, rotated
by 30 degrees.

the deep survey due to the edge e↵ects of tiling, then it lands in the wide survey instead of

being missed. We show that achieving this is possible with a slewing strategy dubbed the

“snake plan.” A visualization of both the basic “snake plan” and one where the deep tier is

embedded in the wide tier are presented in Figure 2.

The basic “snake plan” was constructed by one central row of six pointings and two parallel

rows of five pointings. Pointings are chosen to minimize gaps, with the inner circle as a 5 deg2

area and the outer circle, which is the largest extent of the chips, as 8 deg2. After the whole

pattern is observed, filters are switched, a chip gap dither is applied, and then the pattern

is reversed. No dithering is done while going through a single “snake plan”.

The roll angle could either be the natural roll of the observatory (⇠1 deg/day) or 30 deg

jumps to maintain a specific angle for as long as possible. This means either every SN Ia has

1/8th of its observations fall in a chip gap or a fraction of SNe Ia lose a month of observations.

Studies are ongoing into which method has less impact on cosmological parameter inference.

The pattern of pointings described above can be scaled up or down to fit di↵erent field

sizes. For the wide field, our plan (Table 1) for the pointing structure consists of 57 pointings,

the pattern is 11 ⇥ 5, with the center two columns being 6 pointings instead of 5. For the

spectroscopic wide and deep patterns, our plan is 4⇥ 3 and 2⇥ 2 respectively.

Prism observations will also be a rolling survey, participating in the above plan just like

another broadband filter. However, for survey strategies with especially small prism areas

(e.g., 2 or 4 pointings) active targeting with the prism may be more e↵ective.

The Reference Survey, Abstract
arXiv:2111.03081

• 2 fields - likely GOODS-N and Euclid 
Deep South


• 2 tiers


• 4 filters+prism per tier


• 12,000 SNe Ia, 5,000 at z >1
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Figure 3. Simulated light curves as a function of redshift for the wide tier (top row) and the deep
tier (bottom row). The SN Ia plotted for each redshift has the median total S/N (across all epochs
and filters) of all SNe Ia at that redshift.

Mode Tier ztarg* Filters Exp.Time+Overhead No. of Area Time/Visit Total
(s) Pointings (deg2) (hours) SN Ia

25% Spectroscopy Survey

Imaging Wide 1.0 RZYJ 160;100;100;100 + 70x4 68 19.04 14.0 8804
Imaging Deep 1.7 YJHF 300;300;300;900 + 70x4 15 4.20 8.5 3520

Subtotal 22.5 12324

Spec Wide 1.0 prism 900 + 70 12 3.36 3.2 831
Spec Deep 1.5 prism 3600 + 70 4 1.12 4.1 652

Subtotal 7.3 1483

⇤ztarg denotes the redshift where the average SN Ia at peak is observed with S/N=10 per
exposure for imaging, and S/N=25 for spectroscopy.

Table 1. A High-latitude Time Domain reference survey.

There are ⇠100 pointings per visit. Specific values for pointings and area per tier are listed

in columns 6 and 7 of Table 1. These values are constrained by the exposure time (set by

the target redshift) and time per visit.

2.4. Exposure Times

The exposure times for the imaging are set such that at a target redshift (ztarg) a mean

SN Ia at peak has S/N = 10 per exposure. This S/N allows for precision photometry and

light-curve modeling. The prism exposure times were designed such that for a given target a

S/N of 25 would be reached in the rest-frame V-band (assuming a synthetic top-hat) when

co-adding spectra ±5 days (rest-frame) around peak. For redshifts 1  z  2, these co-adds

would have ⇠5–7 epochs. The prism S/N is set such that the total light-curve S/N from the

imaging and spectral time series are comparable. The overhead of a given exposure is roughly

70 seconds (slew plus settle); as such, our minimum exposure duration is 100 seconds. The

exposure times for the four filters, for each tier, are specified in Table 1. Example light

• Wide tier of ~19 deg2


• Deep tier of ~4 deg2 


• Single Exposures to ~25.5th mag and 
~26.5th mag


• Template coadds to ~28th mag and 
~29th mag



Defining a Reference Time Domain Survey
• Choice of fields - minimize effects of cosmic variance and coordinate with 

other surveys and followup instruments.

• Number and area of tiers - Effects number of objects as a function of redshift

• Number of filters - Need broad wavelength coverage for measuring colors 
and building templates

• Cadence - used in discovery and characterization of light curves shape

• Imaging exposure times - need a sufficient signal-to-noise to reach the         
6 mmag precision

• Prism exposure times - need enough signal-to-noise for redshifts, 
classification, standardization, systematics and evolution control

6
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Figure 3. Simulated light curves as a function of redshift for the wide tier (top row) and the deep
tier (bottom row). The SN Ia plotted for each redshift has the median total S/N (across all epochs
and filters) of all SNe Ia at that redshift.
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⇤ztarg denotes the redshift where the average SN Ia at peak is observed with S/N=10 per
exposure for imaging, and S/N=25 for spectroscopy.

Table 1. A High-latitude Time Domain reference survey.

There are ⇠100 pointings per visit. Specific values for pointings and area per tier are listed

in columns 6 and 7 of Table 1. These values are constrained by the exposure time (set by

the target redshift) and time per visit.

2.4. Exposure Times

The exposure times for the imaging are set such that at a target redshift (ztarg) a mean

SN Ia at peak has S/N = 10 per exposure. This S/N allows for precision photometry and

light-curve modeling. The prism exposure times were designed such that for a given target a

S/N of 25 would be reached in the rest-frame V-band (assuming a synthetic top-hat) when

co-adding spectra ±5 days (rest-frame) around peak. For redshifts 1  z  2, these co-adds

would have ⇠5–7 epochs. The prism S/N is set such that the total light-curve S/N from the

imaging and spectral time series are comparable. The overhead of a given exposure is roughly

70 seconds (slew plus settle); as such, our minimum exposure duration is 100 seconds. The

exposure times for the four filters, for each tier, are specified in Table 1. Example light

Survey Length & Cadence

• 6 months of observing over 2 years

• Target SN Ia over the redshift 

range of 0.2≤ z ≤ 1.7

• So, ~30 hours per every 5 day visit
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SN Requirement 2.0.1

SN Requirement 2.0.2

Rubin 2021 arXiv:2010.15112



Number of Tiers 
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Wide & Deep
• Wide tier of ~19 deg2  


• Deep tier of ~4 deg2


• These areas may be split 
over two locations



WFI Hardware

• RZYJ (wide)

• YJHF (deep)

• slitless, multiobject prism

9

Why? 

• Targets rest frame optical


• Prism is ~2 mag more sensitive than G150
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Figure 3. We present possible continuous viewing zone fields (green, & ±54� o↵ the ecliptic)
along with other deep fields (red). Low Milky Way dust extinction is shown as red shading.
Overall, the top fields choices include Goods-N/EGS and Euclid South Deep (indicated with
arrows). We note that if the field of regard is improved—even a few degrees—this will no
longer be the case. Some particularly attractive fields such as the Chandra Deep Field-South
would become accessible with such a change. Figure from Foley et al. (2018).

of systematic uncertainties. There is a large gain in having at least two fields since that

allows observations from ground-based telescopes in both hemispheres and will provide

a simple “jackknife” test. Although we have not yet produced a thorough accounting,

we believe two fields—one in the North, and one in the South—is a reasonable choice

for our nominal observing strategy. Specific opportunities for fields are presented in

Figure 3.

Field selection is one of several survey characteristics that should include some con-

sideration of other observatories. The increased science from synergies like this are

outlined in Foley et al. (2018) and Rose et al. (2021). Both the SN Ia fields should

be roughly circular so that the fields can be tiled in the same way as the observatory

rotation angle changes. Finally, our recommendation is that the wide and deep portion

of each field be concentric, such that if a SN Ia falls out of the deep survey due to the

edge e↵ects of tiling, then it lands in the wide survey instead of being missed.

2.3. Slewing Strategy and Roll Angles

As discussed in the previous section, a roughly circular field with the deep tier em-

bedded in the wide tier is preferred. We currently achieve this with a slewing strategy

dubbed the “snake plan.” A visualization of both the basic “snake plan” and one where

the deep tier is embedded in the wide tier are presented in Figure 4.

The basic “snake plan” was constructed by one central row of six pointings and two

parallel rows of five pointings. Pointings are chosen to minimize gaps, with the inner

circle as a 5 deg2 area and the outer circle, which is the largest extent of the chips, as

Fields

1. High ecliptic latitude (> ±54)


• minimize zodiacal light


• in Roman CVZ 

      (SN 2.3.4) 

2. High Galactic Latitude

(low dust)


3. Overlap with other data sets


4. Avoid bright stars 
10
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allows observations from ground-based telescopes in both hemispheres and will provide

a simple “jackknife” test. Although we have not yet produced a thorough accounting,

we believe two fields—one in the North, and one in the South—is a reasonable choice

for our nominal observing strategy. Specific opportunities for fields are presented in

Figure 3.

Field selection is one of several survey characteristics that should include some con-

sideration of other observatories. The increased science from synergies like this are

outlined in Foley et al. (2018) and Rose et al. (2021). Both the SN Ia fields should

be roughly circular so that the fields can be tiled in the same way as the observatory

rotation angle changes. Finally, our recommendation is that the wide and deep portion

of each field be concentric, such that if a SN Ia falls out of the deep survey due to the

edge e↵ects of tiling, then it lands in the wide survey instead of being missed.

2.3. Slewing Strategy and Roll Angles

As discussed in the previous section, a roughly circular field with the deep tier em-

bedded in the wide tier is preferred. We currently achieve this with a slewing strategy

dubbed the “snake plan.” A visualization of both the basic “snake plan” and one where

the deep tier is embedded in the wide tier are presented in Figure 4.

The basic “snake plan” was constructed by one central row of six pointings and two

parallel rows of five pointings. Pointings are chosen to minimize gaps, with the inner

circle as a 5 deg2 area and the outer circle, which is the largest extent of the chips, as

Fields
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GOODS-N

(maybe EGS)

Euclid South Deep 

Also, CDFS?



Slewing and Roll angles
• Circular fields - can be tiled the same as the 

observatory rotation angle changes. 

• Concentric wide and deep fields - Minimize 
edge effects

• The roll angle:


1. The natural roll of the observatory (∼1 deg/
day) or


2. 30 deg jumps to maintain a specific angle 
for as long as possible. 

• Prism will be used like the any other filter, a 
rolling survey

12
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Figure 2. Possible slewing strategies. The left panel presents one full visit that embeds the deep
tier (black pointing) inside the wide tier (gray). In total, this is a 12 deg2 field, with expected
slew and settle times indicated in the legend. The right panel presents the basic “snake plan”
slewing strategy for a 5 deg2 deep tier. This sequence begins with the purple WFI footprint in the
lower right, snaking to finish at the red position in the upper left, as indicated by the arrows. The
uncolored footprints in the lower right show the first four pointings of a subsequent visit, rotated
by 30 degrees.

the deep survey due to the edge e↵ects of tiling, then it lands in the wide survey instead of

being missed. We show that achieving this is possible with a slewing strategy dubbed the

“snake plan.” A visualization of both the basic “snake plan” and one where the deep tier is

embedded in the wide tier are presented in Figure 2.

The basic “snake plan” was constructed by one central row of six pointings and two parallel

rows of five pointings. Pointings are chosen to minimize gaps, with the inner circle as a 5 deg2

area and the outer circle, which is the largest extent of the chips, as 8 deg2. After the whole

pattern is observed, filters are switched, a chip gap dither is applied, and then the pattern

is reversed. No dithering is done while going through a single “snake plan”.

The roll angle could either be the natural roll of the observatory (⇠1 deg/day) or 30 deg

jumps to maintain a specific angle for as long as possible. This means either every SN Ia has

1/8th of its observations fall in a chip gap or a fraction of SNe Ia lose a month of observations.

Studies are ongoing into which method has less impact on cosmological parameter inference.

The pattern of pointings described above can be scaled up or down to fit di↵erent field

sizes. For the wide field, our plan (Table 1) for the pointing structure consists of 57 pointings,

the pattern is 11 ⇥ 5, with the center two columns being 6 pointings instead of 5. For the

spectroscopic wide and deep patterns, our plan is 4⇥ 3 and 2⇥ 2 respectively.

Prism observations will also be a rolling survey, participating in the above plan just like

another broadband filter. However, for survey strategies with especially small prism areas

(e.g., 2 or 4 pointings) active targeting with the prism may be more e↵ective.
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Exposure times
Two main considerations

1. Target redshift where mean SN Ia at 
max get a S/N=10 per exposure.


2. 100s minimum
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Figure 3. Simulated light curves as a function of redshift for the wide tier (top row) and the deep
tier (bottom row). The SN Ia plotted for each redshift has the median total S/N (across all epochs
and filters) of all SNe Ia at that redshift.

Mode Tier ztarg* Filters Exp.Time+Overhead No. of Area Time/Visit Total
(s) Pointings (deg2) (hours) SN Ia

25% Spectroscopy Survey

Imaging Wide 1.0 RZYJ 160;100;100;100 + 70x4 68 19.04 14.0 8804
Imaging Deep 1.7 YJHF 300;300;300;900 + 70x4 15 4.20 8.5 3520

Subtotal 22.5 12324

Spec Wide 1.0 prism 900 + 70 12 3.36 3.2 831
Spec Deep 1.5 prism 3600 + 70 4 1.12 4.1 652

Subtotal 7.3 1483

⇤ztarg denotes the redshift where the average SN Ia at peak is observed with S/N=10 per
exposure for imaging, and S/N=25 for spectroscopy.

Table 1. A High-latitude Time Domain reference survey.

There are ⇠100 pointings per visit. Specific values for pointings and area per tier are listed

in columns 6 and 7 of Table 1. These values are constrained by the exposure time (set by

the target redshift) and time per visit.

2.4. Exposure Times

The exposure times for the imaging are set such that at a target redshift (ztarg) a mean

SN Ia at peak has S/N = 10 per exposure. This S/N allows for precision photometry and

light-curve modeling. The prism exposure times were designed such that for a given target a

S/N of 25 would be reached in the rest-frame V-band (assuming a synthetic top-hat) when

co-adding spectra ±5 days (rest-frame) around peak. For redshifts 1  z  2, these co-adds

would have ⇠5–7 epochs. The prism S/N is set such that the total light-curve S/N from the

imaging and spectral time series are comparable. The overhead of a given exposure is roughly

70 seconds (slew plus settle); as such, our minimum exposure duration is 100 seconds. The

exposure times for the four filters, for each tier, are specified in Table 1. Example light



Exposure times
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Figure 3. Simulated light curves as a function of redshift for the wide tier (top row) and the deep
tier (bottom row). The SN Ia plotted for each redshift has the median total S/N (across all epochs
and filters) of all SNe Ia at that redshift.
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Imaging Deep 1.7 YJHF 300;300;300;900 + 70x4 15 4.20 8.5 3520

Subtotal 22.5 12324

Spec Wide 1.0 prism 900 + 70 12 3.36 3.2 831
Spec Deep 1.5 prism 3600 + 70 4 1.12 4.1 652

Subtotal 7.3 1483

⇤ztarg denotes the redshift where the average SN Ia at peak is observed with S/N=10 per
exposure for imaging, and S/N=25 for spectroscopy.

Table 1. A High-latitude Time Domain reference survey.

There are ⇠100 pointings per visit. Specific values for pointings and area per tier are listed

in columns 6 and 7 of Table 1. These values are constrained by the exposure time (set by

the target redshift) and time per visit.

2.4. Exposure Times

The exposure times for the imaging are set such that at a target redshift (ztarg) a mean

SN Ia at peak has S/N = 10 per exposure. This S/N allows for precision photometry and

light-curve modeling. The prism exposure times were designed such that for a given target a

S/N of 25 would be reached in the rest-frame V-band (assuming a synthetic top-hat) when

co-adding spectra ±5 days (rest-frame) around peak. For redshifts 1  z  2, these co-adds

would have ⇠5–7 epochs. The prism S/N is set such that the total light-curve S/N from the

imaging and spectral time series are comparable. The overhead of a given exposure is roughly

70 seconds (slew plus settle); as such, our minimum exposure duration is 100 seconds. The

exposure times for the four filters, for each tier, are specified in Table 1. Example light



Limiting Magnitude

• ~87% fill fraction


• ~125 observations per static object 


• ~19 deg2 at ~28th mag


• ~4 deg2 at ~29th mag
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F062/R F087/Z F106/Y F129/J F158/H F184/F

Wide Tier

Exposure time (sec) 160 100 100 100 — —
Single-exposure limiting magnitude 26.4 25.6 25.5 25.4
125-exposure co-add limiting magnitude 29.0 28.2 28.1 28.0

Deep Tier

Exposure time (sec) — — 300 300 300 900
Single-exposure limiting magnitude 26.7 26.6 26.5 26.7
125-exposure co-add limiting magnitude 29.3 29.2 29.1 29.3

Table 2. Limiting AB magnitudes for isolated point sources. Using a fill fraction of 87% and 144
epochs over the two-year survey, the co-added depths are expected to be ⇠2.6 mag deeper.

curves for this strategy can be seen in Figure 3. A few alternatives to this survey—including

a change in fraction of spectroscopic time and thus survey area—are presented in Section 2.6.

These imaging exposure times lead to a limiting magnitude of an isolated static point

sources of ⇠25.5 mag and ⇠26.5 mag for the wide and deep tiers respectively. We expect

144 epochs over the two-year survey. With a focal plane fill fraction of ⇠87% we expect ⇠125

observations per object, resulting in deep co-adds having a limiting magnitude of 2.6 mag

deeper than the individual exposures (⇠28 mag and ⇠29 mag). Specific limiting magnitudes

for each filter can be found in Table 2.

For the prism exposures, the limiting redshift depends on analysis technique and what

information the spectra are intended to supply (i.e., redshift, classification, standardization).

Work is ongoing to quantify these limits.

2.5. Forecasts of the Number of SNe Ia and Measuring w0 & wa

Catalog-level simulations and analysis, using the SNANA set of programs (Kessler et al.

2009; Kessler et al. 2010), were performed to estimate the number of SNe Ia that will be

observed after basic detection requirements. This software requires characterizing various

aspects of the survey, including filter transmission functions, catalogs of host galaxies, and

a survey strategy. We detail non-Roman specific choices here.

For our catalog of potential SN Ia host galaxies, we follow the work done in Wang et al.

(in prep.) which utilizes the framework of Troxel et al. (2020) to map 38,000 real galaxies

observed by the Hubble Space Telescope (HST ) in the CANDELS program (Hemmati et al.

2019) to the much larger Buzzard simulation (DeRose et al. 2019). This simulation generates

appropriate distributions for redshift, mass, clustering, and sky distribution, resulting in a

host-galaxy library of ⇠1.5 million galaxies.

Light curves are generated with the SALT2 model (using a near-IR extension; Guy et al.

2007; Pierel et al. 2018). Detection in a single filter requires S/N > 3, and discov-

ery/triggering requires detection in two bands (YJ for the wide tier and JH for the deep

tier). In this analysis, we require SNe Ia to be detected at least once within 5 days after

peak, and again after 15 days (both in the rest frame). Though with a rolling survey with

no seasons, these phase cuts alone remove very few SNe Ia. For the imaging component, we

All magnitudes are AB mags
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F062/R F087/Z F106/Y F129/J F158/H F184/F

Wide Tier

Exposure time (sec) 160 100 100 100 — —
Single-exposure limiting magnitude 26.4 25.6 25.5 25.4
125-exposure co-add limiting magnitude 29.0 28.2 28.1 28.0

Deep Tier

Exposure time (sec) — — 300 300 300 900
Single-exposure limiting magnitude 26.7 26.6 26.5 26.7
125-exposure co-add limiting magnitude 29.3 29.2 29.1 29.3

Table 2. Limiting AB magnitudes for isolated point sources. Using a fill fraction of 87% and 144
epochs over the two-year survey, the co-added depths are expected to be ⇠2.6 mag deeper.

curves for this strategy can be seen in Figure 3. A few alternatives to this survey—including

a change in fraction of spectroscopic time and thus survey area—are presented in Section 2.6.

These imaging exposure times lead to a limiting magnitude of an isolated static point

sources of ⇠25.5 mag and ⇠26.5 mag for the wide and deep tiers respectively. We expect

144 epochs over the two-year survey. With a focal plane fill fraction of ⇠87% we expect ⇠125

observations per object, resulting in deep co-adds having a limiting magnitude of 2.6 mag

deeper than the individual exposures (⇠28 mag and ⇠29 mag). Specific limiting magnitudes

for each filter can be found in Table 2.

For the prism exposures, the limiting redshift depends on analysis technique and what

information the spectra are intended to supply (i.e., redshift, classification, standardization).

Work is ongoing to quantify these limits.

2.5. Forecasts of the Number of SNe Ia and Measuring w0 & wa

Catalog-level simulations and analysis, using the SNANA set of programs (Kessler et al.

2009; Kessler et al. 2010), were performed to estimate the number of SNe Ia that will be

observed after basic detection requirements. This software requires characterizing various

aspects of the survey, including filter transmission functions, catalogs of host galaxies, and

a survey strategy. We detail non-Roman specific choices here.

For our catalog of potential SN Ia host galaxies, we follow the work done in Wang et al.

(in prep.) which utilizes the framework of Troxel et al. (2020) to map 38,000 real galaxies

observed by the Hubble Space Telescope (HST ) in the CANDELS program (Hemmati et al.

2019) to the much larger Buzzard simulation (DeRose et al. 2019). This simulation generates

appropriate distributions for redshift, mass, clustering, and sky distribution, resulting in a

host-galaxy library of ⇠1.5 million galaxies.

Light curves are generated with the SALT2 model (using a near-IR extension; Guy et al.

2007; Pierel et al. 2018). Detection in a single filter requires S/N > 3, and discov-

ery/triggering requires detection in two bands (YJ for the wide tier and JH for the deep

tier). In this analysis, we require SNe Ia to be detected at least once within 5 days after

peak, and again after 15 days (both in the rest frame). Though with a rolling survey with

no seasons, these phase cuts alone remove very few SNe Ia. For the imaging component, we

HUDF is  
~30th mag but only 
11.5 arcminutes2

All magnitudes are AB mags



Number of SN Ia

• 12,000 SNe Ia


• And about the same number of CC SNe!


• 5,000 z >1


• Should see 100s of z>2 SN Ia!


• This gets us the statistics we need for 
FoM. Now we need to ensure the 
systematics are constrained enough.
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Variations
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Variations
Fraction of prism time

• With 10% spectral time


• Photometry area goes from 19 
and 4 deg2 to 23 and 5 deg2.


• With 75% time to spectroscopy


• 100% of objects get time 
series spectra!


• Areas go to 5 and 1.5 deg2
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Mode Tier ztarg* Filters Exp.Time+Overhead No. of Area Time/Visit Total
(s) Pointings (deg2) (hours) SN Ia

10% Spectroscopy Survey

Imaging Wide 1.0 RZYJ 160;100;100;100 + 70x4 82 22.96 16.8 10617
Imaging Deep 1.7 YJHF 300;300;300;900 + 70x4 18 5.04 10.2 4224

Subtotal 27.0 14841

Spec Wide 1.0 prism 900 + 70 4 1.12 1.0 277
Spec Deep 1.5 prism 3600 + 70 2 0.56 2.0 326

Subtotal 3.0 603

50% Spectroscopy Survey

Imaging Wide 1.0 RZYJ 160;100;100;100 + 70x4 45 12.60 9.3 5826
Imaging Deep 1.7 YJHF 300;300;300;900 + 70x4 10 2.80 5.8 2347

Subtotal 15.1 8173

Spec Wide 1.0 prism 900 + 70 25 7.00 6.7 1731
Spec Deep 1.5 prism 3600 + 70 8 2.24 8.2 1302

Subtotal 14.9 3032

75% Spectroscopy Survey

Imaging Wide 1.0 RZYJ 160;100;100;100 + 70x4 19 5.32 3.9 2460
Imaging Deep 1.7 YJHF 300;300;300;900 + 70x4 6 1.68 3.5 1408

Subtotal 7.4 3868

Spec Wide 1.0 prism 900 + 70 19 5.32 5.1 2460
Spec Deep 1.7 prism 10400 + 70 6 1.68 17.5 1408

Subtotal 22.6 3868

⇤ztarg denotes the redshift where the average SN Ia is observed with S/N=10 per exposure.

Table 4. Alternative reference surveys. The key di↵erence between these surveys is the number
of pointing and how the time is split between imaging and spectroscopy. The 75% strategy also
increases the target spectroscopic depth.

the survey, the advantage of a 75% prism-spectroscopy-focused survey are deeper spectra

(reaching higher redshift) rather than more SNe Ia with spectra. In this case, the imaging

and spectroscopic areas would be equal, so all SNe Ia in the Hubble-Lemâıtre Diagram

would have multi-epoch spectroscopy. However, there are other alternatives possible for a

75% survey, which will be investigated in the future.

We also note that the survey does not need to have one set strategy for its entire duration.

One helpful variation would be that the survey may start with a higher fraction of prism time,

say 50%, for the first few months. This “top heavy” approach would produce a su�cient

spectroscopic sample for an early look at the potential evolution of SNe Ia, and determination

of accurate IR-SN spectral-temporal templates. Additionally, setting aside some fraction of

prism time for host-galaxy redshifts at the end of the survey could allow a more targeted

strategy to boost the final sample size. Depending on the results obtained in a pre-survey

period, the fraction of time devoted to spectroscopy could be altered as appropriate.
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Figure 2. Possible slewing strategies. The left panel presents one full visit that embeds the deep
tier (black pointing) inside the wide tier (gray). In total, this is a 12 deg2 field, with expected
slew and settle times indicated in the legend. The right panel presents the basic “snake plan”
slewing strategy for a 5 deg2 deep tier. This sequence begins with the purple WFI footprint in the
lower right, snaking to finish at the red position in the upper left, as indicated by the arrows. The
uncolored footprints in the lower right show the first four pointings of a subsequent visit, rotated
by 30 degrees.

the deep survey due to the edge e↵ects of tiling, then it lands in the wide survey instead of

being missed. We show that achieving this is possible with a slewing strategy dubbed the

“snake plan.” A visualization of both the basic “snake plan” and one where the deep tier is

embedded in the wide tier are presented in Figure 2.

The basic “snake plan” was constructed by one central row of six pointings and two parallel

rows of five pointings. Pointings are chosen to minimize gaps, with the inner circle as a 5 deg2

area and the outer circle, which is the largest extent of the chips, as 8 deg2. After the whole

pattern is observed, filters are switched, a chip gap dither is applied, and then the pattern

is reversed. No dithering is done while going through a single “snake plan”.

The roll angle could either be the natural roll of the observatory (⇠1 deg/day) or 30 deg

jumps to maintain a specific angle for as long as possible. This means either every SN Ia has

1/8th of its observations fall in a chip gap or a fraction of SNe Ia lose a month of observations.

Studies are ongoing into which method has less impact on cosmological parameter inference.

The pattern of pointings described above can be scaled up or down to fit di↵erent field

sizes. For the wide field, our plan (Table 1) for the pointing structure consists of 57 pointings,

the pattern is 11 ⇥ 5, with the center two columns being 6 pointings instead of 5. For the

spectroscopic wide and deep patterns, our plan is 4⇥ 3 and 2⇥ 2 respectively.

Prism observations will also be a rolling survey, participating in the above plan just like

another broadband filter. However, for survey strategies with especially small prism areas

(e.g., 2 or 4 pointings) active targeting with the prism may be more e↵ective.

A High-Latitude Time Domain 
Reference Survey
arXiv:2111.03081
• 2 fields - likely GOODS-N and Euclid 

Deep South


• 2 tiers


• 4 filters+prism per tier


• 12,000 SNe Ia, 5,000 at z >1
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Figure 3. Simulated light curves as a function of redshift for the wide tier (top row) and the deep
tier (bottom row). The SN Ia plotted for each redshift has the median total S/N (across all epochs
and filters) of all SNe Ia at that redshift.

Mode Tier ztarg* Filters Exp.Time+Overhead No. of Area Time/Visit Total
(s) Pointings (deg2) (hours) SN Ia

25% Spectroscopy Survey

Imaging Wide 1.0 RZYJ 160;100;100;100 + 70x4 68 19.04 14.0 8804
Imaging Deep 1.7 YJHF 300;300;300;900 + 70x4 15 4.20 8.5 3520

Subtotal 22.5 12324

Spec Wide 1.0 prism 900 + 70 12 3.36 3.2 831
Spec Deep 1.5 prism 3600 + 70 4 1.12 4.1 652

Subtotal 7.3 1483

⇤ztarg denotes the redshift where the average SN Ia at peak is observed with S/N=10 per
exposure for imaging, and S/N=25 for spectroscopy.

Table 1. A High-latitude Time Domain reference survey.

There are ⇠100 pointings per visit. Specific values for pointings and area per tier are listed

in columns 6 and 7 of Table 1. These values are constrained by the exposure time (set by

the target redshift) and time per visit.

2.4. Exposure Times

The exposure times for the imaging are set such that at a target redshift (ztarg) a mean

SN Ia at peak has S/N = 10 per exposure. This S/N allows for precision photometry and

light-curve modeling. The prism exposure times were designed such that for a given target a

S/N of 25 would be reached in the rest-frame V-band (assuming a synthetic top-hat) when

co-adding spectra ±5 days (rest-frame) around peak. For redshifts 1  z  2, these co-adds

would have ⇠5–7 epochs. The prism S/N is set such that the total light-curve S/N from the

imaging and spectral time series are comparable. The overhead of a given exposure is roughly

70 seconds (slew plus settle); as such, our minimum exposure duration is 100 seconds. The

exposure times for the four filters, for each tier, are specified in Table 1. Example light

• Wide tier of ~19 deg2


• Deep tier of ~4 deg2 


• Single Exposures to ~25.5th mag and 
~26.5th mag


• Template Coadds to ~28th mag and 
~29th mag


